
Characters D6 / Fafnir

Name: Fafnir

Homeworld: Akuria II

Species: Akurian

Gender: Male

Hair color: White

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 2D

         Blaster: 6D

         Brawling Parry: 5D+2

         Dodge: 5D+2

         Grenade: 4D+1

         Melee Combat: 3D+2

         Melee Parry: 4D

PERCEPTION: 2D

         Command: 5D+2

         Hide: 4D

         Search: 5D

         Sneak: 5D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 2D

         Intimidation: 5D+1

         Languages: 3D+2

         Survival: 6D

         Tactics; (Arctic) 5D+2

STRENGTH: 5D+2

         Brawling: 6D

         Climbing/Jumping: 6D+1

         Stamina: 6D

MECHANICAL: 2D

         Beast Riding: 6D

         Repulsorlift Operation: 3D+2

TECHNICAL: 2D

         First Aid: 4D

SPECIAL ABILITIES



         Frozen Climates: Akurians are naturally acclimated to Frozen, Snowy and Icy environments,

gaining +1D to Survival, Sneak, and Search skills when in those environments.

         Primitive: Akurians are a fairly primitive culture, and cannot start play with skill points in advanced

technologies such as Blaster and Mechanical and Technical skills for vehicles.

EQUIPMENT

         Utility belt (with survival and climbing equipment), Bandolier (with explosives, spare ammunition,

and personal items), Blaster Rifle (5D).

FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS 2

DARK SIDE POINTS 0

CHARACTER POINTS 6

Description: Fafnir was an Akurian from the planet Akuria II. He was apparently second in command to

Colonel Odan after the capture of the majority of Odan's forces during an attack on his War Sled.

Operating out of the Akuria II Rebel Base, Odan ordered Fafnir and a task force of Akurians to rescue

Luke Skywalker and Leia Organa who were due to arrive on Akuria II for a meeting with Odan. The

Imperials on the world had decided to set up a ruse in which their leader would pose as Odan in order to

lure the two Rebels into their confidence and get them to spill secrets about the Rebel Alliance.

When Fafnir and his men arrived to rescue Skywalker and Organa from this deception, they were treated

as enemies due to their fearsome natures. Additionally, because they could not speak Basic, their

attempts to rescue the pair only led to more struggle from those they were trying to help. As the Imperials

posing as Rebels appeared, Fafnir and his group were forced to retreat, only being able to secure

Skywalker's two droids, R2-D2 and C-3PO. After bringing the droids back to the Rebel base, Fafnir and

Odan got into an argument about the failure to rescue the two Rebel leaders. However, Odan finally

relented in trying to place blame, and began to formulate a new plan of rescue using Skywalker's droids.

Fafnir, Odan, and the two droids boarded a snow flyer and began to follow the impostor Imperials who

had commandeered Odan's War Sled, hoping to catch up with them and stage a rescue. However, the

group found the War Sled on a collision course with the Geyser Sea, and after boarding the out of control

vehicle, they found that the Imperials had fused the controls and tied Skywalker into one of the seats in

the cockpit. With no way to stop the vehicle's suicide run, Fafnir quickly untied the Rebel leader. Directed

by Odan he tore open some bulkheads, behind which the Rebels had previously hidden power skis.

Boarding the power skis the Rebels escaped. Unfortunately, even though they had escaped one certain

death, a huge snow storm had formed in the meantime, putting them all back into immediate danger. To

save themselves, Fafnir, Skywalker, and Odan used their blasters to blast a hole in the ground to wait out

the storm.

Unfortunately for the stranded group, the hole they made connected them with an ice worm tunnel, and

the entire party fell deep within the planet's crust. However, making good of a bad situation, Fafnir and

the rest of the Rebels used their power skis to move quickly through the Ice Worm tunnel in order to



catch up with the Imperials who still held Leia Organa captive. As the group moved through the tunnel,

they eventually located the Imperials, who had decided to wait out the storm on the surface directly

above them. As Skywalker formulated a plan to take their enemy by surprise, a gigantic ice worm

appeared and prepared to devour the team. Running to their power skis, Fafnir and the rest of the group

were able to divert the Worm's direction by blasting the exhaust from their vehicles into its face. The

creature, propelled upward, smashed itself into the parked Imperials above, scattering the entire group.

As Fafnir and his compatriots climbed up the hole that the Ice Worm had made, the Ice Worm and the

remaining stormtroopers fought against each other, eventually wiping each other out. The Rebels

surveyed the wreckage of the brief, but brutal struggle; However, they could not locate the Princess

anywhere. The Imperial leader had escaped the scene in a Snow Flyer, trying to make his way back to

the Imperial's Polar Base. Luckily, Skywalker was able to catch up to the Snow Flyer on his power ski

and rescued the Princess. With the Imperial leader captured, the Rebels decided to implicate a ruse of

their own, and they forced the Imperial to give them the access codes to enter the Polar Base.

As Odan and the other Rebels used the access codes to destroy the gate into the Imperial garrison,

Fafnir gathered the rest of his Akurians and moved to attack the base. Once the energy gate had been

disabled, the Akurians rushed into the opening. With help from Skywalker and Organa who had

commandeered TIE/LN starfighters, Fafnir and his people were able to defeat the Imperials and end the

Imperial presence on their world.

Personality and traits

At first glance Fafnir appeared to be quiet and obedient, doing whatever he was told by Odan. However,

this was merely because of Fafnir's dedication to the Akuria II Rebels. If the bombastic Odan ever

became too harsh with Fafnir, Fafnir would reveal his anger with a growl, hinting at the depths beneath

his quiet exterior.

Like many other Akurians, Fafnir had been abused and hunted at the hands of the Empire. When the

defenses of the Imperial Polar Base had been breached, Fafnir ceased to be the quiet sidekick, and

commanded an army of his fellow Akurians to invade and conquer the base.

Skills and abilities

Fafnir, like most Akurians, was big and strong, able to rip open bulkheads with little difficulty. His shaggy

fur protected him from the cold of the Akurian Polar Wastes, granting him yet another advantage over the

humans in their thermal suits.

Despite being unable to speak Basic, Fafnir grasped technology very well. He was adept at piloting

vehicles like power skis, which he could do one-handed while carrying a heavy load, and skilled with a

blaster rifle.

Equipment



Fafnir frequently wore a utility belt and bandolier, and carried a blaster rifle. 
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